EDITOR'S NOTE: As summer winds down and Labor Day approaches, we've decided to take a (much-needed) break for a spell. We plan to return Tuesday, September 6 (unless we have to report for jury duty at 8:30 that morning). Enjoy the rest of your summer - or winter (depending on what hemisphere you're in!)

• ANN feature: Belogolovsky is back (yay!) with another in his "One-on-One" interview series, this time with Russian architect Nikita Yaveyn, who talks about creative freedom (and sometimes lack thereof) and much more.

• Moore gives us a sneak-peek at what the London Olympicopolis might have looked like if Scheeren's design had been picked instead of the "dull as ditchwater" (per Asop) final design.

• Kamin x 2: he gives (mostly) thumbs-up to Gang's City-Hyde Park apartment building that is very "different from Chicago's current crop of glass-sheathed minimalist towers."

• He cheers on a plan to make Chicago's now-polluted rivers swimmable by 2030: "My advice: Don't throw out your disinfectant just yet - significant hurdles loom."

• Zacks gives two thumbs-ups to Liberty Park atop the WTC Vehicular Security Center: "As a leftover space, the designers were unencumbered by the duties of solemn remembrance, architectural spectacle, real estate bravado, and tourism."

• Nyen rounds up 10 recent projects that offer "model strategies for making micro housing more livable."

• The APA gets a $300,000 NOAA Grant to "help communities address climate extremes," and will result in a free online resource.

• Donoff issues a call to the lighting community "to figure out how to document its past before its masterworks are lost to demolition and renovation - never has there been a more critical time to take this issue seriously."

• A guide to free online courses on urbanism, architecture, sustainability, and development.

• Call for entries: Future Cities Accelerator offering $100,000 grants: to 10 early-stage for-profit or non-profit organizations + Deadline reminder: 38th Annual Interiors Awards.

• Weekend diversions:

  • A trio of exhibitions at the Pulitzer Arts Foundation in St. Louis "makes an in-depth exploration of the home," and "raises as many questions as they answer."

  • In Berlin, "ZAI XING TU-MU - Sixteen Chinese Museums, Fifteen Chinese Architects" presents commissioned oil paintings instead of photography along with a selection of models.

  • At Cornell, "Homo Ludens: The Architecture of Play" examines "links between childhood play with building blocks and morphologies embraced by architectural pedagogy and professional practice."

  • "Yesterday's Future: Visionary Designs by Future Systems and Archigram" details "why architects make such great futurists" (great images!).

  • Landon lauds Locktov's "Dream of Venice Architecture" with essays by "some of the world's leading architectural minds" about "their obsession with Venice," and "exquisite" images by Riccardo de Cal.

  • Q&A and Q&A with Rybczynski re: "Now I Sit Me Down: From Klimos to Plastic Chair - A Natural History" - a "slim, insightful introduction to the piece of furniture that shapes not only the way we sit, but the way we live, too."

  • Brownlee "cheers Architects" in which Toromanoff presents "examples of chairs laid out side-by-side with pictures of their designers' most iconic buildings," making it "easy to see how a designer's personal style makes the leap from architecture to industrial design."

• A great excerpt (and images) from LTL's "Manual of Section."

To subscribe to the free daily newsletter click here

ANN feature: One-on-One: "Architecture is the Construction of a New World": Interview with Nikla Yaveyn: The Russian architect talks about creative freedom (and sometimes lack thereof), wooden architecture, and what St. Petersburg might look like in 50 years. By Vladimir Belogolovsky [images] - ArchNewsNow

City Hyde Park high-rise breaks up apartment monotony. Jeanne Gang's buildings invariably are experiments, as intriguing for the ideas behind them as for the buildings themselves...one of the bright spots of the current building boom...Symcopated rhythms and sculptural projections, so different from Chicago's current crop of glass-sheathed minimalist towers, deliver a quirky energy that suggests individualism, not mass man. By Blair Kamin -- Studio Gang [images] - Chicago Tribune

New rivers plan: Bold strokes and big challenges: ..."Our Great Rivers" comes with a headline-generating goal: Make the now-polluted rivers so clean that people will be able to swim in them by 2030. My advice: Don't throw out your disinfectant just yet. Still, there's more to the plan than that improbable swimming vision...But significant hurdles loom. By Blair Kamin -- Ross Barney Architects - Chicago Tribune

Liberty Park successfully fills a critical role in the World Trade Center site: ...slipped on top of the WTC Vehicular Security Center...[it] provides two qualities that the reborn WTC lacks: A sense of place and a free passage for walking...As a leftover space, the designers were unencumbered by the duties of solemn remembrance, architectural spectacle, real estate bravado, and tourism. By Stephen Zacks -- Gonzalo Cruz/Joze Brown/AECOM [images] - The Architect's Newspaper

ULX: Innovative Density: 10 projects - all completed over the past five years - model strategies for making micro housing more livable. By Ron Nyren -- Barbara Bestor/Bestor Architecture; Stefano Boeri Architetti; rARCHITECTS; OMA/Olve Scheeren; RSP Architects; Rogers Stirk Harbour + Partners; John Robertson Architects; Michael Maltzan Architecture; KTGY Architecture + Planning; Safdie Architects; DCA Architects; SCDA Architects; SsD; Gluck+ [images] - Urban Land Magazine (UL)

APA Receives $300K NOAA Grant to Help Communities Address Climate Extremes: The City of Berey and the Village of Richton Park, Illinois, will serve as two of the pilot communities: At conclusion of the research project, free online resources for identifying trustworthy climate data sources and incorporating climate data will be available. -- National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration - American Planning Association (APA)

Can Lighting's Past Be Saved? The lighting community needs to figure out how to document its past before its masterworks are lost to demolition and renovation: ...never has there been a more critical time to take this issue seriously...Without respect for one's own past, how can others be expected to show concern? By Elizabeth Donoff -- Richard Kelly - Architectural Lighting magazine

Here Is Your Guide to Free Online Courses on Urbanism: Get schooled on architecture, sustainability and development.- CityLab (formerly The Atlantic Cities)
"Harry Seidler: Modernist": New documentary shows intimate portrayal of Seidler's life and work: ...at the Sydney Opera House.

"The Ordinary Must Not Be Dull: Claes Oldenburg's Soft Sculptures": ...But they raise as many questions as they answer. Whose home? What routines? The prospect is ripe with dichotomies...; in St. Louis. By Susan Morris [images]- The Architect's Newspaper

Why Architects Design Chairs: Working at a small scale has some surprising benefits: In "Chairs by Architects"...Agata Medley [Q&A]- Fast Company / Co.Design

Architecture 101: What Is a Section? "Manual of Section"...offers a comprehensive gallery of orthographic slices through famous buildings, but it goes further than that...Paul Lewis, Marc Tsurumaki and David J. Lewis go right back to basics and ask a fundamental question that should prove informative to architecture students and experienced professionals alike: What is a section? Read on for the definitive definition. [excerpt, images]- Architizer

Architecture for Fashionistas: When top profiles of both worlds join forces, lines between architecture and advertisement blur...surreal settings are created, and magical spaces occur. -- Frank Gehry/Gehry Partners; Toyo Ito; Peter Marino; Renzo Piano; Jun Aoki [images]